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College admissions have important and long-lasting implications for stu-

dents (Hoekstra, 2009; Li et al., 2012; Dillon and Smith, 2020). A growing

body of literature has studied the importance of market design in the school

choice and college admissions context (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003; Er-

gin and Sönmez, 2006; Pathak and Sönmez, 2008). The Immediate Accep-

tance mechanism (IA), also known as the Boston Mechanism, is one of the

most popular matching mechanisms adopted by school districts and centrally

organized college admissions. Following studies criticizing IA on its manipula-
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bility and instability, many policymakers have replaced IA with the Deferred

Acceptance mechanism (DA), one that is stable and strategy-proof (Gale and

Shapley, 1962; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2005; Abdulkadiroğlu, Pathak and Roth,

2009). Although many prior studies have explored the theoretical properties

of these matching mechanisms and provided experimental evidence that com-

pares them,1 the empirical evidence remains sparse.2

This paper is the first empirical study to compare justified envy measures and

student outcomes under two matching mechanisms in the college admissions

setting.3 We study Chinese college admissions, one of the largest matching

market in the world, in which millions of students compete for limited seats at

hundreds of universities every year. The college entrance exams and match-

ing assignments are centralized at the provincial level, and in the past two

decades, many provinces changed their matching mechanism from IA to the

parallel mechanism–a hybrid of IA and DA. The temporal and geographical

variations in the change in matching mechanisms provide a unique opportu-

nity for estimating the causal effects of such mechanisms. The individual-level

administrative data also allow for distributional analyses.

Unlike experimental settings where the true preferences can be pre-specified,

the true preferences of students in real life are rarely observable by researchers.

1See Chen and Sönmez (2006); Calsamiglia, Haeringer and Klijn (2010); Chen et al.
(2016); Chen and Kesten (2017); Chen et al. (2018); Basteck and Mantovani (2018) for a
few examples.

2To our knowledge, only a few studies have empirically assessed theoretical predictions
in the US context (Abdulkadiroğlu, Agarwal and Pathak, 2017; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2017)
and in the Chinese context (Ha, Kang and Song, 2020; Chen, Jiang and Kesten, 2020).
Agarwal and Somaini (2018); Calsamglia, Fu and Güell (2020); Kapor, Neilson and Zim-
merman (2018) have explored the welfare implications of matching mechanisms using data
from Cambridge, Barcelona, and New Haven. A few other studies (Bo et al., 2019; Cao,
2020) estimate the effects of mechanism changes on student-college mismatch.

3Student A justifiably envies student B if A has a higher priority order than B (such as
a higher test score) but is assigned to a lower ranked school. More rigorous definition will
be given in subsection I.A.
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Fortunately, the Chinese higher education system provides a context where

students within each matching game at the track-province-year level have

overall homogeneous preferences over Tier I universities. Further, we allow

students to have heterogeneous preferences horizontally within a rank group

(for example, Peking and Tsinghua in China, or Harvard and Yale in the U.S.)

and assume homogeneous preferences over groups of universities.4 The rank

groups are categorized based on the admission cutoff scores, i.e. the equilib-

rium “price” of seats at universities. Based on this assumption that students

share homogeneous preferences over university rank groups, we use millions

of individual-level data on Chinese college entrance exams and admission out-

comes between 2005 and 2011 to construct eight measures for justified envy

(JE): whether a student justifiably envies any student, how many students one

envies, the maximum and total degree of JE on the college quality dimension,

the maximum and total degree of JE on the student rankings dimension, and

the maximum and total degree of JE combining the previous two measures.

Results from a generalized difference-in-differences framework suggest that the

parallel mechanism reduces all these justified envy measures and brings the

matching outcome closer to a stable matching on the intensive margin.

We further investigate how the magnitudes of effects change over time, as

well as the relationship between improvement in justified envy and the number

of parallel choices (hereafter bandwidth) in the first choice band.5 Results

suggest that the effect sizes of mechanism change increase over time, especially

4The homogeneous preference assumption implies that there is no way to improve Pareto
efficiency, limiting our ability to compare efficiency across mechanisms.

5There are multiple choice bands in the parallel mechanism: assignment within each
choice band is temporary while assignment across choice bands is final. More explanations
will be provided in section I. We focus on the first choice band because most schools in Tier
I are filled after the first choice band are considered and admission assignments are final.
Therefore, in this context, a parallel mechanism with six parallel choices in each of three
choice bands is roughly equivalent to the DA mechanism with six choices, since after the
first choice band concludes, most universities in Tier I are filled.
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for measures on degrees of envy, and then taper off. With the parallel choice

bandwidth, the magnitude of effects does not increase linearly, and surprisingly

not even monotonically. Additionally, the effect sizes for six parallel choices

are smaller than those of five parallel choices, especially for measures related

to the number of students envied and the total degree of envy. This finding

holds true when we use outcome measures normalized at the matching game

level to adjust for nonlinearity in the increase of justified envy with matching

game sizes.

Finally, we find an inverted-U shape relationship between student priority

order (CEE scores) and their justified envy levels. The highest-ranked and

lowest-ranked students have lower levels of justified envy under both IA and

parallel mechanisms than mid-ranked students. Although a low level of jus-

tified envy is perhaps not surprising for the lower ranked students given that

one needs to have a higher test score to justifiably envy others, the com-

parison between highest-ranked and mid-ranked students is interesting. We

find evidence supporting that congestion in mid-ranked universities may ex-

plain higher levels of justified envy and larger improvements from mechanism

change for students ranked in the middle.

We study two additional student outcomes under the IA and parallel mecha-

nisms using data between 2002 and 2010 from Ningxia, an autonomous region

with a population of six million people. Unlike the national data, which con-

tain only those admitted to some university, the Ningxia data include all CEE

takers, allowing us to observe students who were not admitted by any school.

It also allows us to identify students who retook the CEE in the following year.

We find that switching from IA to parallel mechanism reduced the proportion

of students who were not assigned to any university. It also reduced the pro-

portion of students who were so dissatisfied with the matching outcome that
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they repeated a year of high school to take the CEE again.

This paper contributes to several strands of literature. First, it adds to the

literature on school choice and college admissions. Many empirical studies

focus on the effect of winning a school choice lottery on student outcomes

Cullen, Jacob and Levitt (2006); Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2011); Dobbie and

Fryer Jr (2011); Deming et al. (2014). Research on the matching mechanisms

for schools is mostly theoretical and experimental. Although experimental

studies help test theoretical predictions and provide valuable insights, analyses

using real-world data are critical for determining external validity (Levitt and

List, 2007). In general, experimental studies include far fewer participants

and fewer schools per match than real-world situations. Many experimental

studies typically have three to 36 participants per matching, but in countries

with centralized college admissions, such as China and Turkey, there can be

hundreds of thousands of participants per matching. Additionally, the stakes

facing students in an experimental environment are much lower than in the

real world. This study compares against empirical estimates found in prior

experimental studies (Chen and Kesten, 2019) and provides evidence for the

external validity of experimental findings in the school choice setting.

Empirical studies that compare stability and justified envy across mecha-

nisms are scarce, as doing so requires high-quality administrative data and a

suitable empirical setting that allows for causal identification. Abdulkadiroğlu

et al. (2017) use data from New Orleans and Boston to show that the Top

Trading Cycle has significantly less justified envy than serial dictatorship. Ha,

Kang and Song (2020) use university-level college admissions data and show

that changing from IA to parallel mechanism increases stratification, which
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is measured by rank ranges and match index.6 Although these two measures

correlate closely with matching stability, they are coarse and utilize only the

maximum and minimum student ranks from each university. Chen, Jiang and

Kesten (2020) use data from a Chinese county to study how student strate-

gies and matching outcomes are affected by changing from IA to the parallel

mechanism. They find that students apply to more colleges and list more

prestigious colleges first. They also find that the student-college matchings

become more stable.

The rich data from Ningxia also allow us to study null-admission and re-

taking behavior, providing additional outcomes to the mechanism compar-

ison. Several recent studies structurally estimate student preferences and

the distribution of household strategic types to produce welfare comparisons

across matching organizations and mechanisms (Abdulkadiroğlu, Agarwal and

Pathak, 2017; Agarwal and Somaini, 2018; Calsamglia, Fu and Güell, 2020;

Kapor, Neilson and Zimmerman, 2018). Agarwal and Somaini (2018) use data

from several public school districts in Cambridge and nonparametrically iden-

tify household preferences. They conclude that the average household would

prefer IA over DA by an equivalent of 0.08 miles shorter distance to school,

assuming that households behave optimally. Calsamglia, Fu and Güell (2020)

use data from the Barcelona public school system and show that a change from

IA to DA would decrease the average welfare, because there are more losers

than winners from the change. These two studies are both in the context of

double-sided heterogeneous preferences with K-12 school choice. In college ad-

missions, priorities are more finely ordered based on a continuum of scores, and

6Match index is calculated by (rank range + 1)/quota and should equal to 1 in the unique
stable matching under the assumption that both students and schools share homogeneous
strict preferences.
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preferences are more homogeneous on both sides.7 Although null admission

and retaking are far from a full picture of student welfare, it still provides an

important, initial piece of empirical evidence in the college admission context.

Contrasting to the findings by Agarwal and Somaini (2018) and Calsamglia,

Fu and Güell (2020), this paper finds that changing from IA to the parallel

mechanism improved student outcomes: a smaller proportion of students with

clearly unsatisfying outcomes (i.e. non-admission and taking another year to

retake). Although for many retakers, spending an additional year often im-

proves their individual admission outcomes, this effort generates little human

capital gains and is socially costly (Krishna, Lychagin and Frisancho, 2018),

similar to the rat race in Akerlof (1976).

Lastly, this paper contributes to a growing body of literature on Chinese

college admissions, which assigns millions of students to colleges every year

(Nie, 2007; Zhu, 2014; Chen and Kesten, 2017). Chen and Kesten (2017)

characterize the parallel mechanism in a system of matching mechanisms in

between IA and DA, and they show that the parallel mechanism is more stable

than the IA mechanism. Several studies compare the ex-ante fairness between

pre-exam preference submission in combination with IA and post-exam prefer-

ence submission in combination with the parallel mechanism (Wu and Zhong,

2014; Zhong, Cheng and He, 2004; Li, Wang and Zhong, 2016; Lien, Zheng and

Zhong, 2016, 2017). A few empirical studies in the Chinese college admission

context are either qualitative Shen, Wang and Lu (2008); Hou, Zhang and Li

(2009), have outcome limitations Li, Li and Yang (2010); Ha, Kang and Song

(2020), or use data from only one county or university Chen, Jiang and Kesten

(2020); Wu and Zhong (2014). This study leverages administrative data on

7Distance from home and sibling attending the same school are the two main factors
driving heterogeneous preferences in the K-12 school choice. Neither matters as much in
the college admissions setting.
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almost the universe of students admitted to universities in China across seven

years, along with administrative data with the entire population of test-takers

in one province over nine years. These unique data sets allow us to have a

detailed understanding of the impacts of matching mechanism on individuals.

I. Background

A. Matching Mechanisms and Theoretical Predictions

The theoretical literature on matching focuses on three main properties:

stability, strategy-proofness, and Pareto efficiency. The justified envy measures

in our paper are tightly connected to stability, and the incidences of null

school assignment and retaking are loosely related to Pareto efficiency under

some assumptions. We define these two properties and summarize theoretical

predictions here and will discuss how our measures connect to them in the

data section.

A college admissions problem includesN students, denoted by I = i1, i2, ...in, ...iN ,

each to be assigned to one school in S = s1, s2, ...sj, ...sJ ∪∅, where J ≥ 2 and

∅ denotes a student’s outside option, or the null school. Each university has a

limited number of seats, or quota qj. Denote the preference order for student i

by Pi and the preference order for university s by �s. A matching m : I → S

is a list of assignments that assign each student to a school, including the null

school, and allows no university to admit more than its quota. A matching

is stable if it is non-wasteful and free of justifiable envy. In a non-wasteful

matching, no student prefers a school with any remaining seat to their own

assignment, or all schools are filled. Student i justifiably envies student j for

school s if i would rather be assigned to school s, where some student j who

has lower priority than i, is assigned. Student i and school s are a blocking

pair. A matching is Pareto efficient if there is no other matching that makes
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all students at least as well off and at least one student strictly better off.

Three mechanisms are of central relevance to this paper, the Immediate

Acceptance (or Boston) mechanism, the parallel mechanism, and the Deferred

Acceptance (DA) mechanism. The IA mechanism operates as follows:

Step 1. For each school s, consider only those students who list it as their

first choice. Up to qs students with the highest s preference orders among

them are assigned to school s.

Step k, k ≥ 2. Consider the remaining students. For each school s with qks

available seats, consider only those students who have listed it as their

kth choice. The qs students with the highest preference orders by school

s among them are assigned to school s.

The algorithm continues until all students exhaust their lists or get assigned

to a school. The IA mechanism has been criticized by its lack of strategy-

proofness and stability, which are achieved by the DA Mechanism (Gale and

Shapley, 1962). The student-proposing DA works as follows:

Step 1. For each school s, up to qs applicants who listed school s as their top

choice and have the highest preference orders by school s are tentatively

assigned to school s. The remaining applicants are rejected.

Step k, k ≥ 2. Each student rejected from a school at step k − 1 is consid-

ered by the next school listed. For each school s, up to qs students who

have the highest preference orders for school s among both the new appli-

cants and those tentatively on hold from the earlier step are tentatively

assigned to school s. The remaining applicants are rejected.

The algorithm continues until no student proposal is rejected. The parallel

mechanism is in-between the IA and DA mechanisms. Students list several

“parallel” universities within each choice band. Within each choice band,
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it operates like DA; across choice bands, it operates like IA. The parallel

mechanism lies somewhere between IA and DA: Under IA, every choice is

final; under DA, every choice is temporary until all seats are filled. Here we

describe a parallel mechanism with two parallel choices in each choice band:

Step 1. For each school s, up to qs applicants who listed school s as their top

choice and have the highest preference orders by school s are tentatively

assigned to school s. The remaining applicants are rejected.

Step 2. Each student rejected from a school at step 1 is considered at their

second choice school. For each school s, up to qs students who have

the highest preference orders by school s among both the new applicants

and those tentatively on hold from step 1 are assigned to school s. The

remaining applicants are rejected. All assignments are final after all

students’ two parallel choices in the first choice band are considered.

Step 3. Step 1 and Step 2 are repeated using the two parallel choices in the

second choice band for students who have not yet been assigned to any

school. Seats assigned during the previous choice band consideration are

no longer available. The algorithm continues until no student proposal

is rejected.

As discussed by Chen and Kesten (2017) in more details, these three types of

mechanisms can be thought of as a family of application-rejection mechanisms,

φe, e ∈ {1, 2, ...,∞}. When e = 1, φe is equivalent to the IA mechanism.

When 2 ≤ e < ∞, φe is equivalent to the parallel mechanism. When e =

∞, φe is equivalent to the DA mechanism. Chen and Kesten (2017) show

that as e, the parallel choice band increases by an integer of k > 1, the

mechanism becomes less manipulable and more stable.8 These results provide

8Chen and Kesten (2017) also hypothesize a more general result where the manipulability
and stability changes monotonically with the parallel choice band and provide simulation
analysis to support this theory.
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the theoretical foundation for our empirical analysis.

Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2017) show that justified envy can be minimized by

the Top Trading Cycle (TTC) mechanism among the strategy-proof mecha-

nisms.

B. Chinese College Admissions

The college admissions system in China is centralized at the provincial level.

Students choose either a STEM or non-STEM track at the end of 10th grade,

then study different subjects in the last two years of high school, and take the

College Entrance Exams (CEEs) at the end of 12th grade. All students study

and take the CEEs in Chinese, mathematics, and English. In addition to these

three subjects, students in the STEM track study and get tested on physics,

chemistry, and biology, while students in the non-STEM track do the same

for politics, history, and geography.9 Due to the subject differences, the CEEs

and college admission process are separate for each track. Universities allocate

quotas to each province for each track, and the provincial education bureau

assigns these seats to students based on their CEE scores and submitted college

preferences.

The matching process differs in two dimensions across provinces: timing of

preference submission and matching mechanism. In the first dimension, all

provinces used to have students submit their preferences before they take the

CEEs (ex-ante preference submission). Over time, some provinces changed to

preference submission after taking the CEEs but before knowing the scores (ex-

interim preference submission), and some changed to preference submission

9Some provinces tried to experiment with the track system and allow students to study
subjects outside of their track, such as allowing them to study and get tested for politics,
chemistry, and biology. During our sample period between 2005 and 2011, the traditional
two-track system was adopted across most provinces. Jiangsu and Guangdong in 2005 and
2006, and Liaoning in 2005 adopted an alternative track system, therefore we exclude them
from our sample.
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after knowing the scores (ex-post preference submission). The left panel in

Figure 1 shows the variations in the preference submission timing over time.

Between 2005 and 2011, ten provinces changed from either ex-ante or ex-

interim to ex-post submission. By 2011, most provinces have adopted ex-post

preference submission.

Before 2003, all provinces used the Immediate Acceptance (IA) mechanism.

Under IA, almost all Tier I universities are filled after considering the first

choice, so it is rare for students to be admitted into second or third choice in

the same tier. If a student aims too high and fails to be admitted to the first

choice university, this student could end up being assigned to a university in

a lower Tier, or not being assigned to any university at all. These students

often repeat another year of high school to go through the college admission

process again. Because of the risks previously discussed, some students are

overly conservative in their choices and significantly undershoot, which results

in undermatching. In 2003, Hunan Province was the first to adopt the parallel

mechanism. Following the positive feedback in the early reform provinces,

the Ministry of Education issued a recommendation in 2008, which arguably

generated exogenous adoption of the parallel mechanism. The right panel of

Figure 1 shows that the majority of the take-up happened in 2008 and 2009,

following the state’s recommendation. By 2011, only seven provinces were still

using the IA mechanism in their Tier I university assignment.

II. Data and Summary Statistics

We use two student-level administrative data sets to investigate the changes

in justified envy and student welfare related to the matching mechanisms:

a national data set and a provincial data set. The national data set allows

us to make causal inference and compare across parallel choice bandwidths,
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while the data from Ningxia province allow us to compare student outcomes,

including null assignment and repeating.

A. National Data and Justified Envy Measures

The national administrative data set includes every student who took the

College Entrance Examinations (CEE) and was admitted by any university

in China from 2005 to 2011. It has information on the year and province in

which a student took the CEE, the CEE track (STEM or non-STEM), the

CEE score, and the university they were admitted to.

We focus on Tier I universities and students with CEE scores above the ad-

mission threshold of Tier I universities for a few reasons. First, in China, only

Tier I universities admit students from most provinces in large numbers, which

is important for us to compare the justified envy across provinces. Second, the

main purpose of the reform to the parallel mechanism was to reduce the cases

where a high-achieving student ended up mismatched to a low-ranked uni-

versity. Finally, to define justified envy, we need to assume that within each

province, students have homogenous preferences towards groups of universi-

ties, and this assumption is most likely satisfied when students make choices

among elite institutions.

With these considerations, we first restrict our sample to students with CEE

scores above the province-year-track specific Tier I universities and got admit-

ted to a Tier I university. We also exclude students who attend a university in

Hong Kong and those who were admitted through art, music, and sports pro-

grams because the CEE score was not the sole criteria for those admissions.10

10Universities in Hong Kong often conduct an interview; art, music, and sports programs
admit university-specific interviews and evaluations, which we do not observe their scores.
The raw sample includes 11.74 million observations. Students with CEE scores above the
Tier I admission cutoffs are 33.5% of the raw sample. Conditional on having a higher than
Tier I cutoff score, about 9.12% were admitted to universities in Hong Kong and who were
admitted through art, music, and sports programs.
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Our final national sample includes 3.73 million students; among them, 1.3

million students took the CEE before the parallel reform.

Homogeneous Preferences

Many of our outcome variables are built upon the concept of justified envy.

To define this concept, we need information on university preferences over

students and that on student preferences over universities. All universities rank

students by their College Entrance Examination scores, with two exceptions.

One exception is that a few colleges admit students to special programs such

as art, music, acting, and sports with another interview or exam process that

is also considered as part of their selection criteria. The other exception is the

“zizhu zhaosheng” policy, or the college-specific bonus points policy, where

a small number of students can earn bonus points (usually 10 to 20 out of

750 points) for a specific college. These bonus points are not applied to other

universities, which generates heterogeneous preferences by universities in the

centralized matching process. However, this policy is normally restricted by

the Ministry of Education to less than 5% of the admission quota and only

started to become more widely adopted after 2011, the end of our sample

period.11

Student preferences are relatively homogeneous due to the highly stratified

higher education system and mostly single dimensional comparison among uni-

versities in China. Since the 1990s, the Chinese government poured resources

into a selected group of universities, aiming to build world-class universities

by concentrating resources on a small subset. University prestige and selec-

tivity are highly stable over time, especially within each province, the level at

which the matching game takes place. In addition, unlike the American higher

11See http://www.moe.gov.cn/srcsite/A15/moe_776/s3110/201111/t20111115_
127339.html, retrieved on 10/31/2018).

http://www.moe.gov.cn/srcsite/A15/moe_776/s3110/201111/t20111115_127339.html
http://www.moe.gov.cn/srcsite/A15/moe_776/s3110/201111/t20111115_127339.html
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education system, where students have differing preferences over liberal arts

colleges versus research universities, or universities with high rankings in pop-

ular sports, these factors essentially do not matter in the Chinese context.

12

Other factors for heterogeneous preferences include distance to college, local-

ized reputation, and localized employment premium differences due to alumni

networks. Fortunately, the admission process is administered at the province

level, which means that all students within each matching game are from the

same province. Therefore, they are likely to have similar distances to uni-

versities, face similar employer premium for local universities if they would

like to come home after college, and have been exposed to similar localized

reputation. This strengthens our confidence in the homogeneous preference

assumption.

Finally, some groups of universities have rankings and reputations so close

to each other that students may be indifferent between them, or one stu-

dent prefers one while a different student prefers another within the group

(for example, Harvard and Yale in the American context, or Tsinghua and

Peking University in the Chinese context). Thus, instead of analyzing justified

envy over school-specific ranks, we assign universities into rank groups based

on students’ revealed preference: average admission score percentile (AASP)

within the track-province-year cell, i.e. the matching game, during the current

year. This matching-specific construction allows university popularity to vary

over time within a province and allows university popularity to differ across

provinces. To be consistent with the nature of higher education rankings in

12All Tier I universities we focus on are public, large research universities. They are the
only choices for high-achieving students, except for studying abroad. Those who plan to
attend colleges abroad have to make their decision before the CCE takes place, so they
do not participate in the CEE or the matching process. Sports leagues receive very little
attention in China. There is also no lower tuition rate for in-province students.
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China, the group rank ranges are set to be wider as they get less selective. In

particular, rank group one includes universities with AASP in the top 10%,

and Rank Group two to four include universities with AASP between 10% to

30%, 30% to 60%, and 60% to 100%.

To test whether our results are robust to the rank group assignment to

universities, we also use several other measures to define student homoge-

neous preferences over schools. Instead of assigning universities into four rank

groups using the AASP in the current year, we use the AASP in the previ-

ous year and AASP through the entire sample period (2005-2011). Further,

we use these three different ways to calculate AASPs to divide schools into

eight rank groups, with the ranking percentile cutoffs at 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%,

45%, 60%, 80%. Finally, we also group universities based on the 985 Project

and 211 Project university designations. Since the 1990s, the Chinese govern-

ment has poured resources into a select group of universities, aiming to build

world-class institutions by concentrating resources on a small subset. The

most prestigious group is the “985 Project” universities. There are 39 “985

Project” universities in total, with Peking University and Tsinghua University

being the top two. The next level of selective universities belong to the “211

Project”, and they include 112 universities. All the “985 Project” universities

are “211 Project” universities, and all the “211 Project” universities are Tier

I universities. Employers favor graduates from “985” and “211 Project” uni-

versities over other universities, the same way that graduates from prestigious

flagship state universities and Ivy Leagues enjoy a signaling value from their

degrees in the U.S. context. We adopt this grouping of schools assuming stu-

dent preferences across these groups to be: Peking and Tsinghua universities

>“985 Project” universities >“211 Project” universities >Rest of Tier I. We

choose the local revealed preference based on AASP to be our main measure
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over this fixed Rank Group assignment, because there are often outliers in

the fixed RG method that could cause misassignment of justified envy. For

example, Jinan University in Guangdong Province is not a “985 Project” uni-

versity, yet is highly regarded by employers and students in Guangdong and

nearby provinces. Suppose that in Guangdong Province, student A is assigned

to Jinan University with a CEE score of 640, and student B is assigned to a

“985 Project” University with a CEE score of 630. If we use the “985-211”

grouping method, we would deem that student A justifiably envies student B;

however, in reality, it could be that student A genuinely prefers their assigned

school, and no justified envy is present. We will test whether conclusions are

similar across these different ways of assigning rank groups to universities.

Justified Envy Measures

For any student i, denote Ti the rank group of the student i’s admitted

university and ri the ranking of student i. Consider student i as the focal

student. i justifiably envies j if ri < rj and Ti > Tj. Denote DT
ij the degree

of justified envy from i to any student j in the dimension of university rank

group admitted. DT
ij equals zero if i does not justifiably envy j and equals

Ti − Tj otherwise (note that Tj < Ti is a necessary condition for i to envy j).

Similarly, we can define the degree of justified envy in the dimension of student

rankings, Dr
ij. It equals zero if i does not justifiably envy j and equals rj − ri

otherwise (note that ri < rj is the other necessary condition for i to justifiably

envy j). Finally, we construct a degree of envy combining both dimensions:

Dd
ij =

√
(DT

ij)
2 + (Dr

ij)
2, which is the diagonal distance between i and j when

there is justified envy. To make these two dimensions comparable in the data,

where student rankings could differ by thousands while the university RG

difference is at most three, we normalize student ranking to correspond to
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the university rank group. ri = 1 when student i would be assigned to a

university within Rank Group 1 in the perfectly stratified matching outcome,

which assigns students to colleges according to student and university ranking;

ri = 2 when student i would be assigned to a university within Rank Group 2

in this perfectly stratified matching, and so on.

For example, consider a matching outcome for eight students: A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H

and four rank groups of universities, each with two seats. The priority rank-

ings for student A through H are 1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 5, 7, 8, and their university rank

groups admitted are 2, 1, 2, 4, 1, 3, 3, 4. Figure 2 visualizes this matching

outcome, with student rank on the X-axis and university rank group admit-

ted on the Y-axis. Since the necessary conditions for student i to justifiably

envy student j include having a higher ranking than j and being assigned to a

lower ranked university rank group than j, student i can only justifiably envy

students who are to their lower right in the figure. In this example, we label

all the justified envy pairs, with the start of the arrow being student i, the

envier, and the end of the arrow being student j, the envied.

The matrix for degree of envy in terms of university rank group admitted
DT is



0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The matrix for degree of envy in terms of student rank Dr is

0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


We also calculate the combined degree of envy, which is the diagonal distance

between i and j on Figure 2: ddij =
√

(dTij)
2 + (drij)

2. The matrix for degree of

envy in terms of diagonal distance Dd is



0 0 0 0
√

17 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
√

5 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
√

10
√

2
√

10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


For each matching game, we construct these three matrices, all of which are

upper triangular because ri < rj is a necessary condition for justified envy. We

first extract two pieces of information for each row (i.e. each student i) from

any of the three matrices. The first variable is whether student i justifiably

envies anyone in the matching outcome, which is equivalent of whether row i

has any non-zero element. The second variable is how many peers student i

justifiably envies, which is the number of non-zero elements in row i. Extract-

ing these two variables from any of the three matrices yields the same values

for these two measures.

We extract two additional variables measuring the maximum and total de-

gree of envy along three dimensions from each of the three matrices. The

maximum degree of envy of student i equals the largest value in row i, and the
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total degree of envy for student i equals the sum of all elements in row i. Iden-

tifying these two values for three matrices yields six justified envy measures

along three dimensions: university rank group, student rank, and diagonal

distance between any two students in a matching game. In total, we have

eight measures. These measures for the illustrative example above are listed

in Table 2.

So far, we adopt the standard definition for justified envy based on homo-

geneous preference assumptions. As we discussed previously, the assumption

that all students prefer one group of schools over another, as opposed to one

school over another, is more likely to be true in reality. However, the kink

created by the cutoffs between two rank groups could be problematic. For

example, consider school A ranked 9.9 percentile and school B ranked 11 per-

centile. School A is assigned to RG 1, while school B is assigned to RG 2.

However, some students may be indifferent between A and B, causing misas-

signment of justified envy. Therefore, we add a condition to justified envy in

addition to ri < rj and Ti > Tj: student i’s university admitted must be 10%

lower in ranking than that of j, univpcti − univpctj > 10%.13

Although we use individual-level data for our primary analyses, we also

collapse data to the matching game-level to directly compare across games. To

compare the matching outcomes at the game-level across provinces, we need

to normalize the measures, because the degree of envy grows non-linearly with

the size of a matching game. We do so by constructing the worst matching

outcome, assigning the lowest ranked students to the highest university rank

group up to its total quota, then the next lowest ranked students to the second

highest university rank group up to its total quota, and so on. This worst

possible matching game gives us the largest justified envy measure for that

matching game size. We then divide the sum of envy measures of the actual

matching by the sum of envy measures of this worst possible matching to

obtain the normalized envy measures at the matching game level.

13We will also test results without this additional condition, or a looser condition of
univpcti − univpctj > 5%.
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B. Ningxia Data and Additional Student Outcomes

To complement the analyses of national data, we use another individual-

level administrative data set from Ningxia that covers the years 2002 to 2010

to explore how the parallel reform affects student outcomes. This data set

has two advantages. First, unlike the national data, which only include stu-

dents who were admitted to a university, it includes all students who took

the CEEs, regardless of whether a student was admitted by a university or

not. Second, the Ningxia data contains richer demographic information at the

student level, including birthday, gender, ethnic group, household registration

status (urban or rural), and whether they were first-time CEE takers. After

excluding 2,924 observations with zero CEE scores, the Ningxia sample in-

cludes 417,690 student-year observations, among whom 100,270 students took

the CEE after the college admissions reform.

Using Ningxia data, we construct two additional student outcomes. First,

we create an indicator of whether a student is admitted to any university. Not

being admitted to any university means that the choice universities listed by

a student either prefer others over the student or were already filled up when

it is their turn to consider the student. Some students not assigned to any

university attend a private vocational school, some start working, and others

choose to repeat a year of high school and retake the CEE.

The second outcome measure directly looks at the CEE retaking behavior.

The decision to retake the entrance exam implies that the expected utility

improvement in the admission outcome is greater than the cost of staying

behind for an entire year studying the same materials under a high-pressure

environment.14 Consider a simple conceptual framework where student i’s

utility from being assigned to school s is denoted by usi , and the cost of retaking

is cretakei . A student would only repeat a year if u
st+1

i − usti > cretakei . There is

no obvious reason for student’s expected improvement in admission outcome

for the next year u
st+1

i and the cost of retaking cretakei to change systematically

14One could argue that repeating is not necessarily detrimental to a student if it improves
their outcomes. That is beyond the scope of this paper. We try to focus on the assignment
outcome and student evaluation of those outcomes.
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and simultaneously with the mechanism reform. Thus, the retaking decision

reveals information about student satisfaction with the admission outcome

usti . If anything, students may expect a larger improvement in the admission

outcomes the following year, i.e. a better u
st+1

i , since the parallel mechanism

provides a less risky environment than the IA mechanism; if so, students may

be more likely to repeat, biasing our results in the opposite direction. Although

we are not able to compare the same set of students and their outcomes under

two different mechanisms as in the definition of Pareto efficiency, students

across cohorts are likely similar. A smaller percentage of students deciding

to retake after the mechanism change suggests a probable improvement in

student satisfaction in matching outcomes.

C. Descriptive Statistics

The key explanatory variable of interest is the matching mechanism a par-

ticular province adopts in a given year. Table 1 shows the timing of reforms

for each province. We also collect information about the timing of students

submitting their university preferences. As the submission timing also could

influence matching results, we control for the timing reforms in all regressions.

Table 3 presents the summary statistics of the national data, focusing on

those who are in the Tier I universities and excluding those admitted to uni-

versities in Hong Kong or through art, music, or sports programs. There are

3.73 million observations in total between 2005 and 2011, 82% of which are in

the STEM track and 37% took the CEE in a province-year that adopted the

parallel mechanism. The majority of students (67%) submitted their prefer-

ence lists after knowing their CEE scores.

The bottom panel of Table 3 presents summary statistics on justified envy

measures. It may be surprising to see that 80.6% of students in our sample

justifiably envies at least one other student, a very high percentage.15 A high

percentage of justified envy can be caused by just a handful of students with

15By definition, students with lowest ranks and students admitted to the best rank group
of universities never justifiably envy. If we drop the students with lowest ranks and students
admitted to the best rank group, we find similar effects of changing matching mechanism
on envy measures. These results are presented inTable A1.
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a very low CEE score being admitted into a high rank group (RG), because

most students have a higher CEE score and justifiably envy those few students.

See Figure 3 for an illustration, which shows the non-STEM track students

admitted to four RGs in Shaanxi in 2009 and 2010. In 2009, Shaanxi adopted

the IA mechanism, and 86% of students in the non-STEM track justifiably envy

someone. The overlap in the score range across university rank groups is large.

Justified envy happens whenever there is an overlap in the admitted students’

rank range across two groups: the top student admitted to the lower rank

group justifiably envies the last student admitted to the better rank group.

Most students envy the student in the top left corner, who was admitted to

the second rank group but with a low CEE score. Shaanxi adopted the parallel

mechanism in 2010, and we can see from the right panel in Figure 3 that the

overlap between rank groups got smaller. The lowest-priority student admitted

to the second RG is significantly better, suggesting the parallel reform reduced

justified envy and improved fairness and stability.

Moving onto the continuous measures of justified envy, a student justifiably

envies 357 other students on average. For justified envy on the university

rank group admitted, the average maximum degree of envy is 1.47, with the

maximum being three since there are only four rank groups. The total justi-

fied envy on the university rank group admitted averages at 403. Turning to

the other dimension of justified envy, the lowest ranked individual a student

justifiably envies is ranked equivalent to 0.87 rank groups worth of ranking

lower than themselves on average. When adding up the normalized student

rank differences for all students envied, the average is around 168, lower than

the sum degree of envy on the university rank group dimension.16 Lastly, the

diagonal degree of envy has, on average, a maximum degree of 1.74 and a sum

degree of 456.

Table 4 presents the summary statistics at the individual level for the Ningxia

data between 2002 and 2010. Among the 417,690 students, around 36.6%

were not admitted to any universities, and 22.4% chose to retake CEE in the

16The mean for raw rank difference is around six thousand; the average sum degree of
envy of student rankings is 1.71 million.
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following year. The parallel reform took place in 2009 for Ningxia, and 26.4%

of our sample individuals took the CEE after the reform. Around half of the

students are male, 45% of them have an urban hukou, and 77.7% of them are

of the majority Han ethnicity.17 Two-thirds were in the STEM track.

III. Empirical Strategy

A. National Data Analyses

Exploiting the geographic and timing variations in the college admission

mechanism reforms, we use a generalized difference-in-differences framework

to identify the causal effect of changing from the IA to the parallel mechanism

on justified envy measures.

Yijst = β0 + β1Paralleljt + β2Ex− interimjt + β3Ex− postjt + β4ranki

+β5Njst + αj + γs + δt + uijst(1)

Yijst indicates the set of justified envy measure for student i in province j

track s year t. Paralleljt is the independent variable of interest, indicating

whether province j adopted the parallel mechanism in year t. If the parallel

mechanism reduces the incidence and degree of justified envy, the coefficients

of β1 should be negative and statistically significant. Ex − interimjt and

Ex − postjt are important control indicators for the preference submission

timing. αj, γs, and δt are province, track, and year fixed effects, controlling

for provincial time-invariant characteristics, time-invariant differences between

tracks, and nationwide yearly shocks.18 Finally, we also control for student

i’s percentile rank and the matching size Njst, since these factors could also

influence the likelihood and degree of justified envy. The standard errors are

clustered at the provincial level.

We modify Equation 1 when looking at matching game-level justified envy

17Over 90% of Chinese population is Han.
18We check for the weights in this two-way fixed effects specification using

twowayfeweights Stata package developed by de Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2020).
Only seven out of 67 ATTs receive a negative weight, which is a small proportion.
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measures as the outcome variables:

Yjst = β0 + β1Paralleljt + β2Ex− interimjt + β3Ex− postjt
+αj + γs + δt + ujst(2)

While it is important to find out the average effects on justified envy and

student outcomes, it is also worth investigating whether the effects persist over

time. We adopt an event study model and add a set of dummy variables to

indicate the number of years before or after the college admissions reform to

the parallel mechanism. The regression model is shown in Equation 3.

Yijst = β0 +
+9∑

k=−9

βk
1D

k
jt + β2Ex− interimjt + β3Ex− postjt

+αj + γs + δt + uijst(3)

Dk
ijst is a dummy variable set to 1 if province j experienced the reform in year

t−m and 0 otherwise. If province j shifted from the IA to parallel mechanism

k years before year t, k is positive. Otherwise, k is negative. The omitted year

is m = 0, that is, the last year province j used the IA mechanism.

Finally, we also look at whether the effect sizes are larger for provinces that

adopted a larger number of parallel choices in their first choice band. We

replace the indicator for parallel mechanism with a set of dummy indicators

for different numbers of parallel choices adopted.

Yijst = β0 + β1No.Choice = 3jt + β2No.Choice = 4jt + β3No.Choice = 5jt

+β4No.Choice = 6jt + β5Ex− interimjt + β6Ex− postjt
+β7ranki + β8Njst + αj + γs + δt + uijst(4)

B. Ningxia Data Analyses

For student outcome measures using Ningxia data, we adapt Equation 1

to adjust for the fact that we only have one province and that there was no

change to the submission timing during the sample period for Ningxia. We
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control for a vector of individual characteristics Xi, including gender, house-

hold registration status (rural or urban), and ethnicity (Han or minority).

Yist = β0 + β1Parallelt + β2Xist + γs + uist(5)

Since we are comparing the pre- and post-reform outcomes in one province

only, it is not a difference-in-differences model. Two main concerns with this

analysis are generalizability beyond the Ningxia province and confounding

variables, such as contemporaneous policy changes other than the mechanism

change that may also influence outcomes. To understand how generalizable

Ningxia’s results on null admission and retaking are to the national level, we

conduct two comparisons between Ningxia and the national averages. First,

we run the aforementioned analysis on justified envy for Ningxia only and

compare the results with the main results using the entire sample. As shown

in Table A2, the relative effect sizes for Ningxia are smaller than the national

average. The second comparison is on the overall retake percentage. In 2012,

the national average for percent of students retaking the CEEs is 14.4%, lower

than the 22.2% in Ningxia. The retaking percentages are generally lower in

more affluent provinces.19 We do not have a clear prior on whether the effect

of changing the college admissions mechanism on null admission and retaking

should be larger or smaller on the national level than the results we find

in Ningxia. There is no clear reason why we may expect the effect to only

exist in Ningxia and not in other provinces. As for the second concern on

contemporaneous confounding policies, we are not aware of any in Ningxia

during the period of our study.

19See Figure A3 for a scatter plot on provincial GDP and retake percentage in 2012.
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IV. Results

A. Effects on Justified Envy Measures

Main Results

Table 5 presents the main results from the generalized difference-in-differences

regressions specified by Equation 1 on various measures of justified envy. The

first column shows the linear probability model coefficients on the likelihood

of justifiably envying anyone. Changing from IA to the parallel mechanism

reduced the likelihood of justified envy by 4.6 percentage points, or 5.7% of the

sample mean. The reform also reduced the number of students one justifiably

envies by 208, which is 58% of the sample mean. Summing up the number of

students one justifiably envy for all the students, we arrive at the number of

blocking pairs for a matching. This provides us with an empirical counterpart

to compare with the experimental studies.

Columns (3) through (8) show results for degrees of justified envy in three

dimensions: how much better of a university the envied students got admitted

to, how much lower the envied students ranked in their CEE scores, and the

combined degree of envy for both dimensions. The college admissions reform

led to a decrease of 0.494 university rank groups in the maximum degree

of envy and a decrease of 303 university rank groups in total. For student

ranks, the lowest-ranked student one justifiably envies is ranked 1,920 closer

to oneself after the parallel mechanism change. The total improvement in

student ranking degree of envy adds up to close to one million. Despite the

raw effect sizes being quite different along these two dimensions, the relative

effect sizes are very similar: around 21-28% of the mean for maximum degrees

of envy and around 63-71% of the mean for sum degrees of envy. Finally,

the effect sizes for combined degrees of envy are similar to those along the

university rank group dimension.

Next, we collapse the data to the matching game level and run analyses at

the game level. Table 6 presents the results, in which we can see that the

relative sizes are similar to the results at the individual level. As mentioned
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earlier in section II.A, we also construct justified envy measures according to

alternative grouping of universities. Results are robust and are presented in

Table 7.

Since some students may be indifferent between the top university in RG2

versus the lowest-ranked university in RG1, we used a stricter definition of

justified envy. In addition to the normal conditions of the envied student

ranked lower but assigned to a university in a higher rank group, the percentile

rank of that university and the admitted university has to be greater than 10%.

Here, we test whether results would differ if we do not impose this condition

or loosen this condition. Table 8 presents the results using data constructed

without this condition, or with a similar condition but only requiring 5%

university rank difference. Overall, results are similar with the main result

in Table 5 and consistently support our hypothesis: compared with IA, the

parallel mechanism significantly improved matching stability on the intensive

margin by reducing justified envy.

Effects Over Time: Event Study Results

Eight graphs in Figure 4 present the event study results from Equation 3

on eight justified envy measures.20 Each figure plots the point estimates and

the 95% confidence intervals of the year dummies. The outcomes from left

to right, top to bottom are explained as follows. The first two outcomes

are whether a student has any justified envy or not and the total number of

students a student justifiably envies. The second row presents degree of envy

in the dimension of university rank group. Recall that degree of envy (RG)

from student i to student j equals 0 if i does not justifiably envy j; otherwise,

it equals to i’s rank group admitted minus j’s rank group admitted. Maximum

degree of envy (RG) for each student i equals the largest degree of envy among

all other students j. Sum degree of envy (RG) for each student i equals the

sum of degree of envy for i. The third and fourth rows present maximum and

sum degrees of justified envy in the student rankings dimension and in the

20Figure A1 shows the event study results with outcome measures normalized to the
matching game level. Results are very similar.
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combined dimension.

The graphs show that there are no pre-trends prior to the college admis-

sions reform.21 Overall, the coefficients of the first three to four years after

mechanism change are similar to the average effects found in the difference-

in-differences specification. Starting from the fifth year post-reform, the effect

sizes generally increase and, in some cases, continuously increase, such as for

degree of envy on the university rank group admitted. Note that these longer-

term effect estimates come from a few provinces that adopted reforms earlier

than the rest, limiting our ability to make definitive claims on whether effect

strengthens over time. Nevertheless, these results support that the effects of

the mechanism change persist over time.

Effects and Parallel Choice Bandwidth

As shown in Chen and Kesten (2017), stability should improve as the number

of choices in each parallel choice band increases. To explore the relationship

between the effect sizes and parallel choice bandwidth, we replace the parallel

dummy in Equation 1 with several dummy variables, each indicating a specific

number of parallel choices in the first parallel choice band. Since provinces

adopted three to six parallel choices in the first parallel choice band in our

sample period, we compare the matching outcomes in these province-years

with those that used IA for their college admissions. Table 9 shows the results.

Surprisingly, we find that matching games adopting six parallel choices in

the first parallel choice band experienced weaker effects for several justified

envy outcomes when compared to those adopting five parallel choices. In

particular, changing from IA to parallel with five choices in the first choice

band decreases the percentage of students with any justified envy by 11.9%,

but the effect size for six choices is only 3.5% and is not statistically significant.

Six parallel choices also result in a smaller reduction in maximum degree of

envy on both university quality dimension and student ranking dimension.

21The only significant coefficient out of all eight graphs is the dummy variable for five
years prior to the reform, with the outcome variable being the sum of degree of envy in
student rankings. We test for a linear time trend in that setting and do not find statistical
significance.
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However, adopting the parallel mechanism with six parallel choices produces

a similar or larger reduction in the number of students one justifiably envies

and the total degree of envy on both dimensions. The provinces that changed

from zero to six choices include Henan, Hainan, Tibet, and Chongqing—some

of which are very small in their matching game size while others have a larger

than average matching game size.

In the individual level results, even though we control for province fixed ef-

fects as well as the number of students in the matching game, they may still

not fully account for the fact that effect sizes could vary in a nonlinear way

with matching game sizes. Table 10 presents the results at the matching game

level, which are consistent overall with the individual-level results, except that

effect sizes across choice bandwidths are closer to each other in the game-level

results. That being said, we still observe that the effect sizes for some of these

measures do not increase linearly, or even monotonically, with the choice band-

width. Chen and Kesten (2017) show theoretically that a wider choice band

should result in better matching stability, as defined on the extensive margin:

a parallel mechanism φe=6 with six parallel choices is more stable than a par-

allel mechanism φe=3 with three parallel choices. Given any matching game,

if φe=6 produces an unstable matching then so does φe=3; if φe=6 produces

a stable matching, φe=3 may or may not produce a stable matching. Here

we explore on the intensive margin with the number of blocking pairs, which

does not perfectly correspond to the binary comparison. In large matching

games in real life, it is unlikely that a matching outcome can be stable, thus

the intensive margin comparison is important. Further research is needed to

understand and reconcile this difference.

B. Distribution of Justified Envy across Student Performance

In Figure 6, we collapse data to the percentile-mechanism level to plot the

distribution of justified envy measures across student performance and com-

pare across two mechanisms. In all eight figures, we see two hump-shaped

curves, showing that those with highest and lowest CEE scores are unlikely

to have justified envy. It is easy to understand this result for low-performing
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students, as they are less likely to encounter another student with a lower test

score than themselves. The more interesting part is that the high achieving

students have a lot of possibility to envy others if the assignment is unfair,

however, they fare better than the medium-ranked students. This is likely

because the highest-ranked students face less congestion and less uncertainty:

they know more precisely their chances of being admitted to the very top col-

leges. For the medium-ranked students, they have a harder time gauging their

chances of getting the last few spots left in the top colleges over the risk of

not being admitted to any of the parallel choices or the only choice in the

IA mechanism. This is related to how many universities may be horizontally

similar to one another, which creates congestion.

An anecdotal phenomena called ”big-small-years” portrays the struggle some

students face among the mid-ranked universities. It describes the fact that

some universities have surprisingly high or low cutoff scores. Quite a few

universities are of similar rankings; when many students choose one particular

university, it results in a high admission cutoff, “a big year” for that university.

Next year, students may want to avoid this university and all choose other

similarly ranked universities, resulting in a low demand and a low cutoff–“a

small year” for that university.

If congestion explains the distribution of justified envy, we should expect

to see greater variation in admission cutoffs for the mid-ranked universities

and less variation for the highest and lowest ranked universities in our data.

Indeed, we find such relationship in Figure 7, which plots the relationship

between the selectivity on the X-axis using the average cutoff scores and the

variability of the cutoff scores on the Y-axis using university-level data. Each

dot on the scatter plots is one university’s average and standard deviation of

cutoff scores between 2005 and 2011. The left panel shows the overall data,

and the low standard deviation in the right tail may be caused by low-ranked

universities coming in and out of the sample. Reassuringly, when we restrict to

a balanced panel of universities in the right panel, the aforementioned pattern

still holds.

Another clear pattern we can see from all eight graphs is that IA produces a
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higher level of justified envy for most measures at all levels.22 For the binary

measure of any justified envy and the maximum degree of envy along the

student rank dimension, changing from IA to the parallel mechanism benefits

mostly the top 30% of the Tier I students. For maximum degree of envy along

the university rank group dimension and the diagonal dimension, the parallel

mechanism evenly improves this metric for most students. For the number

of justifiably envied students and the total degree of envy, both mechanisms

produce a normal distribution and the improvement also follows a roughly

normal distribution. This suggests that the improvement on the intensive

margin falls on those who had higher initial justified envy.

C. Effect on no-admission and retaking using Ningxia data

In addition to the justified envy measures, we also use a richer data set

from Ningxia to investigate whether the college admissions reform improves

student admission outcomes by reducing the number of students who failed

to be assigned to any school and the number of students who decided to

repeat. Table 11 presents the marginal effects from a Probit model specified

in Equation 5. In columns (1) and (2), the outcome variable is whether a

student ended up not being assigned from any university. In columns (3) and

(4), the outcome variable is whether a student repeated a year and retook

the CEEs in the following year. As we need data from two consecutive years

to identify the retakers, the sample sizes in columns (3) and (4) are smaller,

including only the students who first took the CEEs in 2002 and 2009.

Columns (1) and (3) present results using the full sample. Compared with

IA, the parallel mechanism reduced the probability of not being assigned to

by any university by 5.5% and the probability of retaking by 1.8%. These

effect sizes correspond to 15 and 24.4 percentage points of the sample aver-

ages. Since we restricted our analyses to Tier I universities with the national

data due to a variety of reasons described in subsection I.B, we restrict the

22We estimate statistical significance of the difference and plot the coefficients in Fig-
ure A2. Most of the time, the gaps between IA and the parallel mechanism in Figure 6 are
statistically significant.
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sample to high-achieving students with CEE scores above the Tier I university

admission cutoffs to look at results for a similar population here. Results in

Columns (2) and (4) suggest that adopting the parallel mechanism reduced

the probability of null-admission by 0.3% and the probability of retaking by

0.5%. Although the effect sizes are much smaller than the overall sample,

they are still substantial when compared with the sample mean. High-scoring

students on average have much lower probabilities of not being assigned and

repeating. Overall, results suggest that the parallel mechanism significantly

improves student outcomes.

Since there is no reason to believe that students would predict differential

improvement in their test score or face different costs of repeating their senior

year in high school, the main explanatory factor for the change is the difference

in student satisfaction with their admission outcome. The reduction in this

revealed preference measure of retaking implies that there is an improvement

in student outcomes, at least when measured by the incidence of extremely

unsatisfactory outcomes.

V. Robustness Checks

We conduct several robustness checks to support our findings. We first show

that our results hold when we take into account other reform details or changes

during the same period, which may affect our results. We then show that our

results hold even when dropping the most and least selective majors from each

university.

Controlling for dosage effect of the ex-post submission reform

As we have discussed in the policy background section (see Table 1), during

the parallel reform process, some provinces also switched the timing of pref-

erence submission from ex-ante and ex-interim to ex-post. Provinces differ

in the steps to adopt this reform. Even though we have already control for

the type of preference submission timing in our model, the parallel coefficient

may capture the dosage effect of the ex-post submission reform. To take into

account the cumulative effect of ex-post submission reform, we add a variable
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in our regression model to control for how many years since each province

adopted the ex-post preference submission reform. We report the results in

Panel A in Table 12. Adding a dosage control does not affect our main results,

still supporting that the parallel reform reduces justified envy measures.

Controlling for partial parallel reform

At the beginning of the reform period, some provinces adopted a partial

parallel matching mechanism. For example, they continued to use the IA

mechanism for the first choice for Tier I admission while allowing for a parallel

mechanism for the second and third choices of Tier I, or for all the choices

of Tier II admission. In our main analysis, we only consider the matching

mechanism for the first choice in Tier I admission, since the first choice is

the most important for students who passed the admission threshold for Tier I

universities. However, it is possible that students’ college application behaviors

might have changed because of the parallel mechanism reforms. To address this

concern, we add a binary control variable in our regression to indicate whether

the province adopted a partial parallel mechanism. Panel B in Table 12 show

that results remain robust.

Tier 0 and Early Admissions

In China, before the admission process of Tier I universities, military pro-

grams, police training programs, sports-related programs, and government-

funded teacher training programs conduct their admission processes. Although

only a very small percentage of high-achieving students choose to participate

in this Tier 0 admissions process, the matching mechanism may influence the

matching outcomes in Tier I admission. We collect information on how each

province conducted their Tier 0 admission during the period from 2005 to 2011.

Anhui Province was the only province that experienced changes in the Tier

0 matching mechanism, switching from the IA mechanism to parallel mecha-

nism in either 2008 or 2009.23 We rerun our main regressions without Anhui

province and show the results in Panel C of Table 12. They remain similar to

23Jiangsu Province adopted the parallel mechanism for Tier 0 admission during the entire
sample period.
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the main results.

Drop the most and least selective majors from each university

One may worry that the difference between the value of or preference for a

university major and the university overall could influence measures of justified

envy. For example, there may be a university B ranked lower than university

A on average, but university B may have a very popular major that has a

high cutoff score. If a student is admitted to this most popular major in

university B, they may not envy another student in university A. To test how

much the outlier majors could be driving our results, we drop all individuals

admitted to the majors with the highest and lowest average CEE scores from

each university and then reconstruct the justified envy measures. Results are

presented in Panel D of Table 12. Effect sizes for the number of students

one justifiably envies and sums of degrees are similar although slightly smaller

than those in the main results, and remain statistically significant at the one

percent level. The effect size for the percentage of students with any justified

envy is 8.15%, slightly larger than the main result.

VI. Conclusions

Using millions of individual-level data on Chinese college admissions, this

paper provides novel empirical evidence on how matching mechanism matters

for justified envy and student outcomes. We find that the parallel mecha-

nism reduced the proportion of students with justified envy, the number of

students one envies, and various measures on the degree of justified envy. One

intriguing finding is that the reduction in justified envy measures does not

always increase with the number of parallel choices in the first choice band. In

addition, distributional analyses show that congestion in mid-ranked universi-

ties could explain the higher levels of justified envy and larger improvements

from mechanism change for students ranked in the middle. Finally, data from

Ningxia between 2002 and 2010 allow us to identify the students who were not

admitted to any university and the retakers in the sample. Using the Ningxia

data, we show that switching from IA to the parallel mechanism improved
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student outcomes by reducing the proportion of non-admissions and the pro-

portion of retakers. Although for many retakers, repeating a year often results

in a better college admission outcome, this effort generates little human capital

gain and is socially costly (Krishna, Lychagin and Frisancho, 2018).

To understand the economic value of the reduction in retakers, we conduct

a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation. First, the cost for each retaker

is estimated to be at around 77 to 103 thousand USD, without taking into

account the interest rate.24 Using the total number of retakers in 2012 and

extrapolating the relative effect of the mechanism change, we estimate that the

mechanism change reduced the number of retakers by around 81,000 per year.

Multiplying the per person cost to retake by the total reduction in retakers

yields around 623 to 831 million USD.25

We provide the first estimates for the effects of matching mechanisms on

justified envy and the number of blocking pairs in a real world setting, adding

evidence for the external validity of experimental studies. In particular, Chen

and Kesten (2019) find in the experimental setting that the PA mechanism

reduces the number of blocking pairs by 50% compared with IA in the four-

school environment, and by around 18% in the six-school environment. The

effect sizes in our study are around a 63% reduction (or 57% if we use the

matching game-level result) for the total degree of justified envy along the

university rank group dimension, which corresponds to the number of blocking

pairs. This is slightly larger than the experimental findings, providing some

real world estimates for comparisons.

The paper has several limitations. Although we document the improvement

in justified envy and extreme student outcomes, we cannot disentangle the

direct improvement from matching mechanisms and the indirect improvement

from students changing their preference submissions. Due to a lack of data on

students’ true abilities, we also cannot speak to the ex-ante fairness. Future

24This cost consists of direct cost, which ranges between 2,000 to 48,000 RMB for students
with different test scores (Larmer, 2014), and indirect cost, which is taken from the average
annual earnings for a college graduate of 4,317 *12 = 51,804 RMB (Mycos, 2018).

25If we use an annual return of 6% and assume the age of college entrance to be 18 and
the age of retirement to be 60, the lifetime savings for each cohort is between 5.8 to 8.2
trillion USD.
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studies with richer data on students’ list of choices before and after the mech-

anism change, along with measures of students’ true ability would be able to

answer these important questions. To our knowledge, such data does not exist

at the national level, thus these questions may be better explored in future

studies combining survey data and administrative data at a local level or in a

laboratory setting.
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Figure 1. Provincial Variations in the Timing of College Admissions Reform

Note: The left panel shows the number of provinces that adopted choice submission after
knowing test scores (Ex-post), choice submission after the exam without knowing test scores
(Ex-interim), and choice submission before the exam (Ex-ante) across years. The right
panel shows the number of provinces that used the Boston or IA mechanism versus the PA
mechanism between 2005 and 2011.
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Figure 2. Illustrative Example for Justified Envy Measures

Note: Smaller numbers mean higher ranks. The shaded areas indicate the areas of possible
justified envy. The arrows point from the students with justified envy to the student(s) they
justifiably envy.
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Figure 3. Illustrative Example of Shaanxi Non-STEM Track: Distribution of

Student Score Percentile under IA and Parallel Mechanism

Note: These two figures illustrate the standard box plots of student CEE percentiles for
each rank group of universities in two matching games, one for Shaanxi 2009 Non-STEM
track, and the other for Shaanxi 2010 Non-STEM track. The upper and lower borders of
each box show the 25th and 75th percentiles of student admitted to that rank group, the
horizontal line within the boxes show the medians. The outer borders show the adjacent
values (25th percentile -1.5 interquartile range, 75th percentile + 1.5 interquartile range).
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Figure 4. Event Study Results at the Individual Level

Note: These figures present the event study coefficients of Equation 3. The outcomes from
left to right, top to down are explained as follows. The first two outcomes are whether a
student has any justified envy or not and the total number of students a student justifiably
envies. The second row presents degree of envy in the dimension of university rank group.
Maximum degree of envy (RG) equals 0 if no justified envy and equals own rank group
admitted minus the best rank group for anyone who has a lower test score. Sum degree
of envy (RG) equals 0 if no justified envy and equals the sum of degree of envy for all
the envied students, i.e. adding up all the differences between envied student’s rank group
admitted and own rank group admitted. The third row presents degrees of justified envy
in the student rankings dimension, which are similar to the previous two. The criteria used
to assign a university into a rank group is the average admission score percentile rank that
year. The graphs show that there are no pre-trends prior to the parallel reform.
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Figure 5. Effect Sizes for Different Numbers of Parallel Choices

Note: These figures present the coefficients of Equation 4. The outcomes from left to right,
top to down are explained as follows. The first two outcomes are whether a student has
any justified envy or not and the total number of students a student justifiably envies. The
second row presents degree of envy in the dimension of university rank group. Maximum
degree of envy (RG) equals 0 if no justified envy and equals own rank group admitted minus
the best rank group for anyone who has a lower test score. Sum degree of envy (RG) equals
0 if no justified envy and equals the sum of degree of envy for all the envied students, i.e.
adding up all the differences between envied student’s rank group admitted and own rank
group admitted. The third row presents degrees of justified envy in the student rankings
dimension, which are similar to the previous two. The last row presents degrees of diagonal
justified envy, combining two previous dimensions. The criteria used to assign a university
into a rank group is the average admission score percentile rank that year.
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Figure 6. Distribution of Justified Envy

Note: These figures present the average of various justified envy measures along the CEE
score distribution for matching games with IA versus parallel mechanisms. Note that in all
our analyses, we limit our sample to those with a CEE score above the Tier I cutoff score.
A lower percentile means a higher CEE score.
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Figure 7. Distribution of Congestion at the University Level

Note: These figures present the relationship between the standard deviation and mean
of university cutoff score percentile across the sample years. The left figure shows data
for all universities that admit students in Tier I admissions; the right figure shows data
for universities that consistently admit students in Tier I admissions between 2005 and
2011. They show that universities that are ranked the highest and lowest among the Tier I
universities have low variations of cutoff score changes across years, indicating less congestion
for students whose scores fall into these ranges.
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Table 1—Timing of Policy Reform in Each Province

Province parallel ex-interim ex-post

Beijing 2014 - 2015
Tianjin 2010 before 2005 2011
Hebei 2009 - 1999
Shanxi 2012 before 2005 2012
Inner Mongolia - - 2002
Liaoning 2008 before 2005 2014
Jilin 2009 - 2008
Heilongjiang 2013 before 2005 2013
Shanghai 2008 - 2017
Jiangsu 2005 - 2003
Zhejiang 2007 - 1999
Anhui 2008 before 2005 2007
Fujian 2009 - 2005
Jiangxi 2009 before 2005 2007
Shandong 2013 - 1998
Henan 2010 before 2005 2010
Hubei 2011 - 2014
Hunan 2003 - 2001
Guangdong 2010 - 2008
Guangxi 2009 - 2004
Hainan 2009 - 2002
Chongqing 2010 - 2006
Sichuan 2009 - 2005
Guizhou 2009 before 2005 2008
Yunnan 2009 - 2004
Tibet 2010 - 1996
Shaanxi 2010 before 2005 2010
Gansu 2015 before 2005 2008
Qinghai 2018 - 1996
Ningxia 2009 - 1999
Xinjiang 2011 before 2005 2015
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Table 2—Illustrative Example for Justified Envy Measures

Student ID A B C D E F G H

Student rank 1 1 3 4 5 5 7 8
University rank group admitted 2 1 2 4 1 3 3 4
Any justified envy (0/1) 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Number of students one justifiably envies 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0
Max degree of envy (university rank group) 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0
Sum degree of envy (university rank group) 1 0 1 5 0 0 0 0
Max degree of envy (student rank) 4 0 2 3 0 0 0 0
Sum degree of envy (student rank) 4 0 2 5 0 0 0 0
Max degree of envy (diagonal)

√
17 0

√
5

√
10 0 0 0 0

Sum degree of envy (diagonal)
√

17 0
√

5 2 ∗
√

10 +
√

2 0 0 0 0

Table 3—Summary Statistics of National Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES N mean sd min max

Rank 3.73e+06 8,696 7,853 1 47,248
Percentile rank 3.73e+06 49.27 28.59 0.00205 100
Parallel mechanism 3.73e+06 0.373 0.484 0 1
Ex-ante submission 3.73e+06 0.0827 0.275 0 1
Ex-interim submission 3.73e+06 0.249 0.433 0 1
Ex-post submission 3.73e+06 0.668 0.471 0 1
STEM track 3.73e+06 0.816 0.388 0 1

Justified envy neasures
Any justified envy (0/1) 3.730e+06 0.806 0.396 0 1
Number of justifiably envied students 3.730e+06 357.2 951.6 0 38,414
Max degree of envy (univ RG) 3.730e+06 1.467 0.959 0 3
Sum degree of envy (univ RG) 3.730e+06 402.9 1,126 0 62,815
Max degree of envy (rank) 3.730e+06 0.870 0.740 0 2.966
Sum degree of envy (rank) 3.730e+06 168.0 576.7 0 45,948
Max degree of envy (diagonal) 3.730e+06 1.742 1.032 0 4.196
Sum degree of envy (diagonal) 3.730e+06 455.9 1,327 0 82,887

Note: This table reports summary statistics of individual-level Chinese College Entrance
Exam and college admissions outcomes, after excluding those admitted to universities in
Hong Kong or admitted through art, music, and sports programs. Four university rank
groups (RGs) are constructed using rankings based on the average admission cutoff score
percentile for the university within each matching game at the track-province-year level.
More details on the definition of justified envy measures are in section II.A.
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Table 4—Summary Statistics of Ningxia Data

Tier ALL (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES N mean sd min max

Null admission 417,690 0.366 0.482 0 1
Retake CEE 363,043 0.224 0.417 0 1

Parallel mechanism 417,690 0.264 0.441 0 1
CEE score 417,690 390.6 87.95 12 727
Male 417,690 0.520 0.500 0 1
Hukou: urban 417,690 0.449 0.497 0 1
Ethnicity: han 417,690 0.777 0.417 0 1
STEM track 417,690 0.667 0.471 0 1

Note: This table reports summary statistics of Ningxia individual level data between 2002
to 2010. Retaking CEE in the next year has fewer observations because we need two
consecutive years to identify the retakers from the data.

Table 5—Matching Mechanisms and Justified Envy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Parallel -0.0461 -208.3 -0.415 -254.8 -0.182 -119.9 -0.489 -295.9
(0.0199) (24.18) (0.0848) (26.74) (0.0447) (14.15) (0.101) (31.50)

Ex-interim -0.0803 187.6 -0.378 212.8 -0.192 105.1 -0.395 249.5
(0.0289) (116.1) (0.145) (133.1) (0.0971) (68.52) (0.206) (157.3)

Ex-post -0.0495 -109.5 -0.00827 -114.8 -0.0327 -64.61 0.0503 -138.0
(0.0297) (57.15) (0.133) (68.60) (0.0981) (35.27) (0.200) (81.08)

Observations 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727
R-squared 0.199 0.077 0.337 0.072 0.097 0.062 0.224 0.070
Mean 0.806 357.2 1.467 402.9 0.870 168 1.742 455.9
SD 0.396 951.6 0.959 1126 0.740 576.7 1.032 1327
effect/mean -0.0572 -0.583 -0.283 -0.632 -0.210 -0.714 -0.281 -0.649
effect/sd -0.116 -0.219 -0.432 -0.226 -0.247 -0.208 -0.474 -0.223

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in
parentheses.
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Table 6—Results for Justified Envy Measures Normalized to the Matching

Game Level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Parallel -0.0713 -0.0440 -0.173 -0.0333 -0.106 -0.0196 -0.158 -0.0295
(0.0144) (0.00374) (0.0260) (0.00310) (0.0214) (0.00194) (0.0264) (0.00276)

Ex-interim -0.0589 0.0142 -0.145 0.0104 -0.0992 0.00711 -0.135 0.00959
(0.0328) (0.00755) (0.0828) (0.00601) (0.0807) (0.00367) (0.0953) (0.00515)

Ex-post -0.0407 -0.0232 -0.0382 -0.0177 -0.0501 -0.00874 -0.0307 -0.0144
(0.0300) (0.00412) (0.0798) (0.00388) (0.0785) (0.00217) (0.0936) (0.00325)

Observations 398 398 398 398 398 398 398 398
R-squared 0.531 0.796 0.603 0.779 0.529 0.736 0.559 0.769
Mean 0.864 0.0784 0.689 0.0581 0.559 0.0284 0.647 0.0489
SD 0.0973 0.0373 0.184 0.0290 0.143 0.0171 0.173 0.0253
effect/mean -0.0825 -0.562 -0.251 -0.573 -0.189 -0.691 -0.244 -0.605
effect/sd -0.733 -1.180 -0.943 -1.147 -0.738 -1.143 -0.914 -1.165

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
and the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year. The
outcome variables are standardized by dividing the sum of each variable at the cell level by
the sum of the eight outcomes in the worst matching outcome possible for that specific cell.
Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in parentheses.
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Table 7—Results using Other Rank Group Assignments for Universities

Panel A. 4 Tiers Based on 985/211

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Parallel -0.0494 -150.7 -0.119 -181.3 -0.169 -88.64 -0.214 -211.4
(0.0175) (20.22) (0.0457) (22.53) (0.0312) (13.19) (0.0502) (26.97)

Mean 0.702 272.8 1.107 336.6 0.727 130.8 1.378 376.2
SD 0.457 741.1 0.864 951.2 0.726 454.5 1.014 1098
effect/mean -0.0704 -0.552 -0.107 -0.539 -0.233 -0.678 -0.155 -0.562
effect/sd -0.108 -0.203 -0.137 -0.191 -0.233 -0.195 -0.211 -0.192

Panel B. 4 Tiers Based on Previous Year’s School Rank

Parallel -0.0463 -200.2 -0.444 -265.0 -0.294 -145.9 -0.612 -319.6
(0.0201) (30.60) (0.0892) (37.12) (0.0545) (22.27) (0.112) (45.09)

Mean 0.853 404 1.723 473.9 1.114 226 2.125 553.1
SD 0.354 903.1 1 1099 0.868 615.6 1.080 1328
effect/mean -0.0543 -0.496 -0.257 -0.559 -0.263 -0.646 -0.288 -0.578
effect/sd -0.131 -0.222 -0.444 -0.241 -0.338 -0.237 -0.566 -0.241

Panel C. 4 Tier Based on Average Rank 2005-2011

Parallel -0.0555 -210.9 -0.488 -274.0 -0.225 -134.7 -0.597 -321.3
(0.0196) (35.39) (0.0801) (37.27) (0.0453) (18.95) (0.0933) (43.37)

Mean 0.826 415.2 1.580 478.9 0.946 208.7 1.902 546.8
SD 0.379 1017 0.991 1235 0.769 656.7 1.053 1469
effect/mean -0.0671 -0.508 -0.308 -0.572 -0.238 -0.646 -0.314 -0.588
effect/sd -0.146 -0.207 -0.492 -0.222 -0.293 -0.205 -0.567 -0.219

Panel D. 8 Tiers Based on Current Year’s School Rank

Parallel -0.0150 -273.8 -0.740 -544.9 -0.315 -375.8 -0.813 -720.9
(0.0128) (31.31) (0.155) (65.98) (0.0890) (45.16) (0.177) (85.61)

Mean 0.831 535.3 3.027 888.4 2.178 594.1 3.768 1157
SD 0.375 1241 1.889 2344 1.759 1853 2.085 3247
effect/mean -0.0181 -0.512 -0.244 -0.613 -0.145 -0.633 -0.216 -0.623
effect/sd -0.0401 -0.221 -0.392 -0.232 -0.179 -0.203 -0.390 -0.222

Panel E. 8 Tiers Based on Previous Year’s School Rank

Parallel -0.0172 -293.9 -1.044 -639.0 -0.509 -496.2 -1.254 -879.9
(0.0128) (38.11) (0.165) (85.76) (0.103) (66.48) (0.207) (116.1)

Mean 0.870 608.6 3.601 1071 2.703 784.5 4.604 1444
SD 0.336 1238 2.034 2438 2.026 2041 2.238 3457
effect/mean -0.0197 -0.483 -0.290 -0.597 -0.188 -0.633 -0.272 -0.609
effect/sd -0.0511 -0.237 -0.513 -0.262 -0.251 -0.243 -0.561 -0.255

Panel F. 8 Tiers Based on Average Rank 2005-2011

Parallel -0.0240 -274.4 -0.959 -592.5 -0.359 -417.3 -1.041 -787.9
(0.0140) (37.19) (0.158) (71.67) (0.0981) (55.88) (0.188) (97.96)

Mean 0.842 607.7 3.319 1055 2.315 713.3 4.120 1379
SD 0.365 1313 2.009 2603 1.814 2050 2.171 3593
effect/mean -0.0285 -0.452 -0.289 -0.561 -0.155 -0.585 -0.253 -0.571
effect/sd -0.0659 -0.209 -0.477 -0.228 -0.198 -0.204 -0.480 -0.219

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, and reform timing
controls. The first panel uses the following grouping rules: Peking and Tsinghua are the
first rank group, 985 project universities are the second RG, 211 project university (non-
985) are the third RG, the rest of Tier I universities are the fourth RG. The other panels
use the average admitted students’ CEE scores to assign university RGs; unlike the main
results, which use the current year to categorize into four groups, we use the previous year
or average rank to assign rank groups. We also assign universities into eight groups instead
of four groups based on the following cutoff percentiles: 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 45%, 60%,
80%. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in parentheses.
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Table 8—Results using a Looser Justified Envy Definition:

University Percentile Rank of student j - Own University Percentile Rank

> 0% or 5%

Panel A. 0% condition

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Parallel -0.0420 -214.8 -0.411 -261.3 -0.224 -127.8 -0.517 -305.9
(0.0193) (28.38) (0.0823) (29.82) (0.0554) (15.24) (0.106) (34.74)

Observations 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727
R-squared 0.114 0.089 0.309 0.083 0.189 0.071 0.180 0.081
Mean 0.857 436.7 1.519 482.4 0.977 203.6 1.860 547.3
SD 0.350 1056 0.904 1225 0.763 641.4 0.959 1449
effect/mean -0.0490 -0.492 -0.270 -0.542 -0.229 -0.628 -0.278 -0.559
effect/sd -0.120 -0.203 -0.454 -0.213 -0.293 -0.199 -0.539 -0.211

Panel B. 5% condition

Parallel -0.0423 -216.7 -0.411 -263.3 -0.207 -127.9 -0.505 -307.9
(0.0199) (26.33) (0.0831) (28.21) (0.0521) (14.91) (0.105) (33.14)

Observations 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727
R-squared 0.129 0.084 0.315 0.078 0.161 0.068 0.191 0.076
Mean 0.849 408.7 1.510 454.4 0.950 191.3 1.833 515.2
SD 0.358 1023 0.913 1194 0.754 622 0.972 1412
effect/mean -0.0498 -0.530 -0.272 -0.579 -0.218 -0.669 -0.275 -0.598
effect/sd -0.118 -0.212 -0.450 -0.220 -0.275 -0.206 -0.519 -0.218

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. The definition of justified envy in main results is that the
difference in university rank percentile has to be at least 10% for a student i to justifiably
envy student j, in addition to the basic definition that i has a higher test score than j and
a lower admitted university rank group than j. Here, we loosen the restriction to be 5% or
0%. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in parentheses.
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Table 9—Matching Mechanism and Justified Envy: Nonlinearity in Band-

width

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

3 Parallel -0.00604 -235.2 -0.328 -282.3 -0.131 -136.2 -0.412 -329.0
Choices (0.0120) (30.66) (0.0494) (34.13) (0.0348) (20.63) (0.0840) (41.07)
4 Parallel -0.0301 -198.1 -0.307 -246.7 -0.117 -114.4 -0.356 -285.9
Choices (0.0259) (41.79) (0.0874) (49.06) (0.0416) (23.18) (0.0986) (56.81)
5 Parallel -0.119 -180.9 -0.714 -224.2 -0.352 -103.5 -0.819 -259.5
Choices (0.0205) (32.79) (0.105) (35.53) (0.0626) (17.89) (0.131) (41.46)
6 Parallel -0.0347 -240.2 -0.241 -285.4 -0.113 -136.5 -0.285 -332.6
Choices (0.0217) (124.9) (0.0936) (142.5) (0.0620) (66.80) (0.0986) (165.0)

Observations 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727 3,729,727
R-squared 0.202 0.077 0.345 0.072 0.101 0.063 0.232 0.070
Mean 0.806 357.2 1.467 402.9 0.870 168 1.742 455.9
SD 0.396 951.6 0.959 1126 0.740 576.7 1.032 1327

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in
parentheses.

Table 10—Matching Game Level Results: Choice Bandwidth

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

3 Parallel -0.0138 -0.0404 -0.130 -0.0305 -0.0651 -0.0176 -0.120 -0.0270***
Choices (0.0198) (0.00545) (0.0263) (0.00431) (0.0243) (0.00268) (0.0323) (0.00372)
4 Parallel -0.0753 -0.0515 -0.170 -0.0389 -0.0979 -0.0232 -0.155 -0.0347
Choices (0.0197) (0.00604) (0.0315) (0.00506) (0.0247) (0.00304) (0.0302) (0.00450)
5 Parallel -0.120 -0.0356 -0.269 -0.0267 -0.189 -0.0158 -0.246 -0.0238
Choices (0.0190) (0.00366) (0.0362) (0.00286) (0.0348) (0.00172) (0.0393) (0.00245)
6 Parallel -0.0755 -0.0402 -0.113 -0.0307 -0.0713 -0.0177 -0.0976 -0.0268***
Choices (0.0426) (0.00799) (0.0440) (0.00648) (0.0501) (0.00422) (0.0432) (0.00579)

Observations 398 398 398 398 398 398 398 398
R-squared 0.557 0.802 0.625 0.784 0.554 0.742 0.580 0.775
Mean 0.864 0.0784 0.689 0.0581 0.559 0.0284 0.647 0.0489
SD 0.0973 0.0373 0.184 0.0290 0.143 0.0171 0.173 0.0253

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in
parentheses.
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Table 11—Effects on Student Welfare using Ningxia Data

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Null-admission Null-admission Retake Retake

parallel -0.055 -0.003 -0.018 -0.005
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

male 0.047 0.002 0.016 0.006
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

urban hukou -0.129 0.002 -0.119 -0.002
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

han ethnicity 0.050 -0.002 0.066 0.004
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

STEM -0.018 0.002 0.019 0.005
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Observations 417,690 43,794 363,043 36,399
Mean 0.366 0.0114 0.224 0.0140
SD 0.482 0.106 0.417 0.117
effect/mean -0.150 -0.244 -0.0791 -0.363
effect/sd -0.114 -0.0262 -0.0425 -0.0431

Note: This table reports the marginal effects from probit regressions using Ningxia data
from 2002 to 2010. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 12—Robustness Checks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Mean 0.806 357.2 1.467 402.9 0.870 168 1.742 455.9
SD 0.396 951.6 0.959 1126 0.740 576.7 1.032 1327

Panel A. Control for Timing Reform Dosage

Parallel -0.0419 -208.3 -0.408 -257.0 -0.178 -121.2 -0.484 -298.8
(0.0207) (25.59) (0.0892) (28.80) (0.0448) (14.77) (0.105) (33.68)

Panel B. Control for Partial Parallel

Parallel -0.0443 -197.5 -0.419 -242.8 -0.182 -118.2 -0.496 -284.4***
(0.0238) (33.76) (0.0906) (38.47) (0.0481) (20.22) (0.105) (45.43)

Panel C. Exclude Provinces and Years with Tier 0 Pre-Admission Mechanism Reform

Parallel -0.0507 -206.2 -0.432 -253.3 -0.191 -118.6 -0.510 -293.9
(0.0209) (25.67) (0.0902) (27.71) (0.0475) (14.60) (0.107) (32.55)

Panel D. Drop highest and lowest majors from each university

Parallel -0.0815 -176.4 -0.438 -208.4 -0.277 -106.8 -0.512 -247.1
(0.0235) (29.85) (0.0984) (33.68) (0.0640) (16.84) (0.118) (39.02)

Mean 0.849 307.4 1.445 344.3 0.994 155.7 1.786 396.3
SD 0.358 821.4 0.864 978.1 0.805 531.5 0.964 1171

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. The mean and standard deviations for each outcome variable
for the sample in Panel A, B, and C are presented at the top of this table. For Panel D, we
present the new sample statistics below the coefficients. Robust standard errors clustered
at the province level in parentheses.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures and Tables

Table A1—Results from not Assigning Justified Envy Values to All Individ-

uals

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Parallel -0.0742*** -239.0*** -0.494*** -292.0*** -0.237*** -137.1*** -0.590*** -339.0***
(0.0195) (32.06) (0.0867) (34.93) (0.0437) (17.31) (0.104) (40.47)

Ex-interim -0.0819** 215.4* -0.399** 244.4 -0.203* 120.6 -0.417* 286.5
(0.0319) (128.1) (0.157) (146.7) (0.107) (75.29) (0.225) (173.3)

Ex-post -0.0504 -119.8* 0.000516 -125.2 -0.0293 -70.49* 0.0650 -150.4*
(0.0330) (62.83) (0.146) (75.72) (0.109) (38.48) (0.220) (89.27)

Observations 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755 3,373,755
R-squared 0.162 0.097 0.348 0.091 0.228 0.080 0.233 0.089
Mean 0.891 394.9 1.622 445.4 0.962 185.7 1.926 504
SD 0.312 993.1 0.875 1176 0.719 603.6 0.907 1386
effect/mean -0.0833 -0.605 -0.305 -0.656 -0.247 -0.738 -0.306 -0.673
effect/sd -0.238 -0.241 -0.565 -0.248 -0.330 -0.227 -0.650 -0.245

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, reform timing controls,
the total number of students participating in CEE in the track-province that year, and
individual’s score percentile. In this sample, we do not assign any justified envy values to
those who would never justifiably envy anyone: those who were admitted to a top university
in the highest rank group, and those who had the lowest test score in that matching game,
i.e. the Tier I cutoff for that track-province-year. Robust standard errors clustered at the
province level in parentheses.
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Table A2—Compare Ningxia and National Effect Sizes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Degree of Envy Dimension University Rank Group Student Rank Diagonal

Dependant
variable

Any justi-
fied envy
(0/1)

Number
of jus-
tifiably
envied
students

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

Max
degree

Sum
degree

National

Parallel -0.0461** -208.3*** -0.415*** -254.8*** -0.182*** -119.9*** -0.489*** -295.9***
(0.0199) (24.18) (0.0848) (26.74) (0.0447) (14.15) (0.101) (31.50)

effect/mean -0.0572 -0.583 -0.283 -0.632 -0.210 -0.714 -0.281 -0.649
effect/sd -0.116 -0.219 -0.432 -0.226 -0.247 -0.208 -0.474 -0.223

Ningxia

Parallel 0.00801 -33.44*** -0.0850*** -41.00*** 0.0556*** -19.41*** 0.0198 -47.44***
(0.00853) (3.118) (0.0152) (3.607) (0.0132) (1.876) (0.0175) (4.259)

effect/mean 0.0110 -0.477 -0.0821 -0.547 0.0860 -0.629 0.0160 -0.561
effect/sd 0.0180 -0.218 -0.110 -0.234 0.0860 -0.201 0.0227 -0.226

Note: Each cell reports the coefficient of parallel reform from a separate OLS regression,
including track fixed effects, province fixed effects, year fixed effects, and reform timing
controls. Robust standard errors clustered at the province level in parentheses.
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Figure A1. Event Study Results on Normalized Envy Measures at the Match-

ing Game Level

Note: These figures present the event study coefficients of Equation 3. The outcomes from
left to right, top to down are explained as follows. The first two outcomes are whether a
student has any justified envy or not and the total number of students a student justifiably
envies. The second row presents degree of envy in the dimension of university rank group.
Maximum degree of envy (RG) equals 0 if no justified envy and equals own rank group
admitted minus the best rank group for anyone who has a lower test score. Sum degree
of envy (RG) equals 0 if no justified envy and equals the sum of degree of envy for all
the envied students, i.e. adding up all the differences between envied student’s rank group
admitted and own rank group admitted. The third row presents degrees of justified envy
in the student rankings dimension, which are similar to the previous two. The criteria used
to assign a university into a rank group is the average admission score percentile rank that
year. The graphs show that there are no pre-trends prior to the parallel reform.
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Figure A2. Differences in Justified Envy Measures across Academic Perfor-

mance Distribution

Note: These figures present the differences in the average values of various justified envy
measures along the CEE score distribution for matching games with IA versus parallel
mechanisms. The solid line connects 100 coefficients, each from comparing the justified
envy measure for students with CEE scores within a one percentile sample corresponding
to the X-axis values. The grey areas show the 95% confidence interval. Note that in all our
analyses, we limit our sample to those with a CEE score above the Tier I cutoff score. A
lower percentile means a higher CEE score.
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Figure A3. Scatter Plot of Provincial GDP per capita and Percentage Re-

takers in 2012

Source: Educational Statistics Yearbook of China, 2013.


